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A Life on the Front Lines 

By: Isabel Orbe

 Montville seniors Kayla 
Babington and Kyle Wilson have 
committed to the military after graduation. 
Many others have given the idea a lot 
of thought and are still in the decision-
making process. High school seniors often 
stress over what to do after they graduate; 
most decide on a college or jump right 
into the workforce. However, there are a 
number of students from Montville who 
chose to enlist. 
 Over 100,000 high school 
graduates join the U.S. military annually. 
Seniors, like Babington and Wilson, are 
enticed by the military’s benefits such 
as job security and college scholarship 
opportunities. A possible reason for more 
Montville students enlisting into the 
military might be the town’s proximity 
to the naval base in Groton and the Coast 
Guard Academy in New London. These 
establishments have had a growing effect 
on Montville’s military trend.
 Even though there’s an increasing 
number of seniors interested in joining the 

military, 1 in 5 high school enlisters fail 
to qualify because of their Armed Forces 
Qualification Test (AFQT) scores and 
even more are ineligible due to their lack 
of physical fitness. The Huffington Post 
said, “A Department of Defense report 
notes the military must recruit about 15 
percent of youth, but only one-third are 
eligible…The report’s findings are a cause 
for concern.”
 The military also sends recruiters 
to high schools so students can ask 
questions and attain a better understanding 
of the Armed Forces. MHS regularly 
allows recruiters to set up tables in the 
cafeteria and there’s always a group of 
students asking questions and gaining 
insight into the life of a soldier. These 
visits are like “career orientations” and 
aren’t supposed to present any pressure 
for the students, but show them that the 
military is a viable option for graduates. 
Recruiters encourage all students to keep 
an open mind.

Seniors, Kyle Wilson and Kayla Babingon.                      photo by: Taylor Montminy

Finding the Perfect Prom Look
By: Ashley Kolasa and Staff Editor
 The last thing any junior or senior 
wants to do is to show up to the prom not 
looking his or her best. Unfortunately, 
MHS students don’t have a tuxedo or dress 
store in town, but with a little traveling or 
a simple click of the mouse, every guy 
and girl can find a store that will have 
them looking great on the dance floor.
 Recently, the men in Montville 
lost their local tuxedo shop, Claudio’s. 
But there is no need to worry. Men’s 
Wearhouse (Waterford), Colins’s Tux 
Shop (Old Saybrook), and Formals By 
Antonio (Rocky Hill) will have every man 
looking sharp next to his date. 
 For the girls, they can visit 
Atiana’s Boutique (Milford), Fairy Tales 
Formal Wear (Glastonbury), Asiye’s 
Boutique (Madison), Dynamite Designs 
(Wallingford), and Macy’s (Waterford) to 
find the perfect dress. 
 If a student is low on funds or 
doesn’t see the need of spending money 
on an outfit for one night of dancing and 
pictures, MHS has the Prom Closet run 
by Mrs. Grills and Mr. Stone. The Prom 
Closet does have suits, but there are very 
few. The Closet rotates around the school, 
and is usually found in Mrs. Grills’s, Ms. 
Walsh’s, Mrs. Smith’s, and Mr. Stone’s 
classes.
 Another option is to buy online. 
A person just needs to be careful and 
make sure the website he or she is on 
is legitimate. For ways to make sure a 
website is selling authentic brands, go 
onto prom.about.com. A small list of 
top prom boutiques includes Peaches 
Boutique, Misses Dressy, Rissy Roo’s, 
and Prom Girl.
 After most girls find their 
dream dresses, they also have to get it 
fitted. Sew-It-All (Groton) and Tailored 
To You (Stonington) are both highly 
recommended seamstresses because of 
the quality of work and reasonable prices.
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MHS SPORTS
Senior Athletes Further their Talents

By: Van Heller and Staff Editor

 Seven seniors, who’ve excelled 
with their athletic talents, have shown an 
impressive amount of skill and dedication 
in their sports and will be continuing their 
athletic journeys in college.
 Stefanie Szot has been accepted 
to the University of Hartford and will 
be playing on their soccer team as a 
goalkeeper. Szot is a four year varsity 
player; her first two seasons were spent as 
a defender, and her last two were in the 
goal.
 Josh Handler was also accepted 
for his skills on the soccer field. Handler, 
midfielder, is deciding between Brandeis, 
Western New England, and Roger 
Williams University. Handler is a four 
year letter winner, team captain, team 
MVP, leading goal scorer, All-ECC, All-
Area, All-State, and All-New England.
 Jordan Zeppieri will be playing 
baseball at University of Mass. (UMass-
Boston) as a catcher. When asked what 
schools he considered before committing 
to UMB he replied, “I was looking at 

Eastern. I was actually committing to 
Montclair State in New Jersey, they’re a 
really good division three school, but I 
ended up uncommitted, and I came across 
UMass.”
 Eric Sloan is continuing his 
impressive riflery career at Murray State. 
He holds all the records for shooting in 
MHS and is a three time Junior Olympian.
 Kiah Strickland and Nadia Dallas 
are expected to be a part of the track 
and field team at Southern University. 
Strickland won states last year for the 
javelin. Dallas has placed in her sprinting 
and jumping events.
 Hannah Meyers will be joining 
the Coast Guard softball team. She is a 
pitcher and first baseman. She is a four 
year varsity player and received All-ECC 
last season.
 MHS is proud to have senior 
athletes accepted to colleges for their 
talents, year after year and is expecting 
more to commit in the next few months.

Seniors pursuing athletics in college.                                                           photo by: Alex Winakor

New MLS Teams 
Make Debut 
By: Gerald Aquino
 Purple flooded the Citrus Bowl as 
Orlando City SC faced off against New 
York City FC (NYCFC) in their opening 
match on March 8. This was the first 
Major League Soccer (MLS) match for 
both clubs. Each team has a designated 
player who fans look up to as their star 
player. Orlando City has Captain Ricardo 
Kaka, a Brazilian superstar, and NYCFC 
possesses David Villa, the all-time top 
goalscorer for Spain. 
 New York appeared to be on its 
way to the victory in the 76th minute when 
NYCFC’s Mix Diskerud took a pass from 
David Villa just outside the 18-yard box, 
pushed it with one touch inside the box and 
rifled a curling shot that sneaked inside the 
far post. But in the 91st minute, Orlando 
was awarded a free kick after Kevin 
Molino was fouled 10 yards outside the 
box. On the ensuing play, Kaka got it past 
Josh Saunders on a deflection off of New 
York’s wall. The game ended in a draw at 
1-1. To leave that type of an environment 
with a draw, as Coach Jason Kreis said 
after the game, was “acceptable.”
 For MLS, the night was a 
resounding success. Less than a week 
after hammering out a new owner-
friendly collective bargaining agreement, 
the Citrus Bowl was standing-room 
only, with a sea of purple shirts (Orlando 
City’s uniform color) filling out the 
football stadium following an impressive 
marketing rollout. The night before the 
opener, the club hosted a party that took 
over downtown. It continued to the Citrus 
Bowl parking lot three hours before 
kickoff, and then to the stadium.“The 
atmosphere was just unbelievable,” 
added MLS commissioner Don Garber. 
“We knew there was a lot of excitement 
building in this city. It’s a great way to 
kick off our 20th season. It really gives you 
a bounce in your step after so many years 
to see 62,000 people here (CNN).”   
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MHS SPORTS

By: Isabel Orbe
 Crowds cheered on every team 
in the NFA gymnasium as high schools 
competed in the 21st annual ECC Unified 
Basketball Tournament. Mrs. Delaney, a 
counselor at MHS, supervised and coached 
Montville athletes and their partners 
through four games. Self-proclaimed 
captain, Collin Osborn, fired up his 
teammates with an inspirational speech 
showing his competitiveness saying, “We 
don’t want a repeat of last year, so let’s go 
show them what Montville is made of!” 
 With only five athletes and four 
partners, Montville played extremely 
well throughout the long tournament. 
Osborn constantly increased the tempo 
and intensity of each game while Kelly 
Rice and Malik Davis drained basket after 
basket. After all was said and done, each 
team exhibited good sportsmanship by 

Unified Basketball ECC Tournament

shaking hands and saying “good game.” 
Osborn was very pleased with his team’s 
performance and said it was “a job well 
done.”
 This was the last hoorah for 
seniors Osborn, Rice, Andrew Mathieu, 
and Brendan Wood, as well as senior 
partners Emily Bigelow, Ashley 
Bonagura, Brianna Cottrell, Brandon 
Gennotti, and Nick Vasington. Mrs. 
Delaney commented, “They have done an 
amazing job the past few years. We will 
miss them all next year!”
 Montville’s Unified team also 
participated in a bowling competition 
at Waterford Family Bowl against 
high schools such as New London and 
Waterford. “Our team bowled several 
strikes and spares and had a great time 
playing together,” said Mrs. Delaney.

By: Ryan Turney 

 The Eastern Connecticut 
Conference (ECC) could be seeing drastic 
changes in its lineup come next school 
year. The ECC is composed of 18 schools 
ranging from large to small, but some 
schools at far distances from the other 
schools (i.e. Woodstock and Tourtellotte) 
feel that they are “outsiders” according 
to Ellen Turner, director of athletics at 
Wheeler High, who also understands the 
feeling of the “out-of-the-woods” school 
in North Stonington. This has led to the 
radical motive for some schools to opt 
out of the ECC and join surrounding 
conferences, leaving some schools 
stranded to fend for themselves. However, 
some schools that have opted out haven’t 
realized the extent of their decision. For 
example, if schools successfully join 
surrounding conferences, the problem 

Changes in the Eastern Connecticut Conference

of transportation to such distances could 
pose a problem. Surrounding conferences 
contain schools that are close to those in 
the ECC, but there are some schools that 
aren’t as close as it appears. 
 Some schools in the ECC (like 
Woodstock, Plainfield, and Griswold to 
name a few) plan on joining the North 
Central Connecticut Conference even 
though they aren’t relatively close to all 
schools in that conference. They will have 
to drive distances like 74.5 miles from 
Plainfield to Suffield, or 64.1 miles from 
Griswold to Granby. Not to mention, the 
level of play in each conference varies 
drastically. 
 Although the ECC has had its 
ups and downs (with criticism due to 
strength of schedule for some of the larger 
schools), it hasn’t faltered in displaying 

great matchups like Ledyard vs. New 
London for boys basketball in the ECC 
finals this year, or the Waterford vs. 
Plainfield baseball matchup in the ECC 
finals last year. These matchups include 
schools ranging from small to large, 
yet the strength of each team is equal 
to each other, which provides a healthy 
relationship at a competitive level for 
players and fans. 
 If it comes down to this, the 
problem of strength of schedule for 
teams already existing in these alternate 
conferences could reemerge as well. 
Overall, the schools that are left behind 
are faced with a difficult challenge to 
stabilize a competitive environment with 
what is left of the ECC. 

 photo by: Patrick Caron
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ARTS AND CULTURE
Painted: Ms. Parish’s Art Show

By: Helena Sun

 With each photograph, one could 
practically smell the paint. 27 photos, all 
displayed in the Norwich Arts Council 
Cooperative Gallery, depicted pictures 
that looked strikingly similar to paintings. 
Susan Parish, the digital imaging teacher 
here at MHS, was featured in a month 
long gallery showing called “Painted” in 
downtown Norwich. Each photograph, 
shot with a Panasonic, had interesting 
composition and played with cracked 
and peeling textures. Ms. Parish likes to 
incorporate what she calls, “evidence 
of humans” in her photographs. That 
“evidence of humans,” for example, may 
be a picture of a tarnished doorknob.
 Photography is Ms. Parish’s 
favorite medium because she can 
interweave her life into it. “One thing 
I never do is ‘go out photographing.’ I 
always carry my little digital camera with 
me and if I see a nice arrangement, I’ll 
take a picture,” she says. She knew she 
wanted to do photography since she was 
a young child. Her father took slides and 

it all seemed “magical” to her. Now, as an 
artist at galleries and jury shows, she has 
really learned the “acceptance/rejection 
aspect.” She believes her photography 
performance is still growing. “Sometimes 
you get a show, get invited to group 
shows, or win a prize that’ll allow you 
to be in another show. It compounds. 
It’s like a circuit.” She tells that the real 
component to art is work. “It isn’t all fun 
and glamour,” she says, “There’s that 
creative part and craftsmanship part. You 
have to find frames, matte, print them, 
hang them…”
 She does believe that the 
community supports photography well. 
She says that there is a lot of artwork in 
CT. But, she adds, quoting her professor 
from RISD, “Photography has to be a 
lifestyle. It costs money and it’s a habit 
you have to support.”
 She would tell a senior in high 
school who is pursuing art, “You have to 
show up and put the works on the wall. 
Develop a little bit of thick skin.”

Read Across America
By: Catherine Furman

 Montville High School has once 
again participated in the event Read 
Across America (RAA), where high 
school students travel to join with the 
students from the three local elementary 
schools and read to them.
 Read Across America is a program 
created by the National Education 
Association (NEA). It is held by schools 
across America; participants join hundreds 
of students and special guest readers to 
promote reading and creativity. April 2 
is the national and official date for RAA, 
although MHS does not always go on that 
particular day. The event is also known 
as Dr. Seuss Day because it is celebrated 
on his birthday. Many schools, including 
MHS, have taken a part in this activity to 
show the joy and importance of reading 
and writing. 
 Mr. Rousseau and Mr. Richmond 
were both organizers of the RAA 
program. The students who volunteered 
to be readers were asked to pick a book 
and create an activity to go with the book. 
At Mohegan Elementary, Jazzy Pluss and 
Nicole funk (Sophomores)  read “The 
very Hungry Caterpillar” to a first grade 
class. They had the class make crowns 
with their favorite foods on them and 
write the names of the food.  Their activity 
had the whole classroom excited to share 
with each other and they loved having the 
guest readers. 
 Not only were the younger 
children excited for Read Across America 
Day, but MHS were just as excited and 
many say they cannot wait for next year. 
“I plan on doing this all four years, it’s so 
great to see the kids faces light up when 
you read to them and you know they 
love having you there,” says Emily Funk 
(Freshman).
 This year’s Read Across America 
was a great success for our public schools 
and also for the many readers who helped 
make this program possible this year. 

Ms. Parish discusses some of her favorite works.                                   photo by: Alex Winakor
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ARTS AND CULTURE
MHS Gets Spicy

By:  Van Heller

 There is the saying that time 
repeats itself. Whether it’s art, music, 
or fashion, being retro has always been 
cool. One trend that has been making 
a comeback is bow ties. This fashion 
statement goes right alongside with funky 
sunglasses and colorful shirt pockets. By 
walking down the halls, anyone can see 
that MHS students have even caught on 
with the bow tie trend. At school formals, 
bow ties are challenging the regular ties 
popularity. This uproar in bow ties could 
change what people know as high fashion.
 A poll was taken to see what type 
of tie students prefer to see or wear. Of 
the students asked, 45% of them chose 
bow ties, only 30% picked regular ties, 
and 25% were indecisive on what tie they 
liked more. The reason why bow ties are 
on the rise could be because of the hipster 

Trading Ties with the Trends

crowd’s influence. Bow ties seemed nerdy 
about a decade ago, but now, since going 
against the grain of what is popular is a 
trend, bow ties are becoming famous. It’s 
a movement of contradiction, but people 
are still left wondering: what will become 
of the bow tie if it becomes mainstream? 
It might just be another fad brought on by 
a group of chic individuals trying to make 
a trend. If bow ties become too popular, 
the next choice of neck ware could be the 
bolo tie. 
 This fashion movement is 
powerful however. Being unique and 
different is the name of the game in the 
clothing world at the moment. People 
are buying more colorful clothing with 
exotic patterns. Watches are coming back 
too, people are buying watches that are 
wooden, see through, and some of which 

telling time isn’t even their main function. 
Socks are becoming more of an accessory 
than the shoes they cover, which has 
people cuffing up their pants to make them 
more visible. Bucket and five panel hats 
are on the rise, along with sports teams’ 
snapback hats with colors and designs that 
doesn’t coincide with their regular teams 
colors. 
 Clothing comes and goes as 
generations pass, from Grunge and the 
underwear-as-outerwear tend in the 1990s, 
to joggers and bow ties in the 21st century. 
Who knows, maybe in a couple years, 
the new trend will be the resurrection of 
parachute pants and Jerry Curls.

 The smell of salsa and tortilla 
chips emanated off of every person in 
the room on the day of the salsa contest. 
On March 12, the MHS World Cultures 
Department hosted its annual salsa 
contest. 
 The underclassmen seemed most 
prepared this year, winning first and 
second place in all three categories. In the 
traditional salsa category, Austin Fargo 
(freshman) earned second place, and 
Emily Funk and Greta Cook (freshmen) 
claimed first. In the salsa-based dip 
category, Jazzy Pluss and Brooke Barnes 
(sophomores) received second, and 
Charles Jenkins (junior) claimed first. In 
the fruit salsa category, Jazlyn Fitch and 
Emily Andrews (freshmen) got second, 
and Amanda Hester and Emily Meigs 
(freshmen) grabbed first.

 The contest has been going on 
for 7 years, and has become very popular. 
The contest started out with 30 salsas the 
first year. Over the years, the number of 
salsas has increased, eventually leading to 
last year’s record of 70 salsas. This year’s 
contest was smaller with only 34 salsas, 
but was still a positive experience for 
most.
 Each participant had a certain set 
of requirements to follow. All students 
had to have a notecard with the quantity 
of each ingredient on it, and the necessary 
utensils to serve the salsa (spoons, chips, 
etc.). Some students put forth quite an 
effort, with one group wearing sombreros, 
mustaches, and playing a Spanish Pandora 
station. As always, Ms. Luginsland wore 
her famous Jalapeño sunglasses. It is 
hoped that the salsa contest will grow in 

 photo by: Mike Lopez

popularity next year and possibly even 
beat the previous record. The MHS salsa 
contest is one activity that has become 
tradition and will not be going anywhere 
anytime soon.

By: Kyle Marsh and Staff Editor
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OPINION
Friendly Pizza

By: Jordan Zeppieri

 Friendly Pizza is a landmark 
of Montville and a place where hungry 
Montvillians have been chowing down 
for over 30 years. Friendly Pizza is a great 
place to come by for a wrap, grinder, or a 
large dinner. Walking into Friendly Pizza, 
one feels the sense of what it is like to be 
a resident of Montville and the blue collar 
town that Montville is. Many times in the 
spring, if one stops by Friendly Pizza on 
a week night one may see little leaguers 
along with their parents coming to get a 
bite after a game. Friendly Pizza is a place 
where town council members, mayors, 
and regular residents can come and eat 
together.
 The menu may look overwhelming 
with so many great choices, but if one 
finds him or herself at Friendly Pizza for 
lunch, he or she cannot go wrong with a 
chicken caesar wrap. Something about the 
chicken caesar wrap has had me hooked 
on it since I was 8. The fresh lettuce, diced 
tomatoes, delicious cheese, and savory 
caesar dressing all are a complementing 

completion to the juicy chicken put 
together in the warm wrap.
 Friendly Pizza has pizza in its 
name for a reason! Friendly Pizza has 
been serving pizza for over 30 years and 
Montville residents couldn’t imagine 
Friendly Pizza not being in town. Whether 
one is a fan of traditional pizza or white 
pizza anyone will find a pizza to their 
liking. A favorite traditional pizza of mine 
is the barbecue chicken pizza; it’s even 
good when it’s cold! The white pizzas 
are made with olive oil, black pepper, 
parmesan cheese, oregano and fresh 
garlic, and are worth a try.
 Before eating dinner make sure to 
order the bacon and cheddar potato skins 
or else you will regret it!
 Friendly Pizza is the longest 
lasting restaurant in Montville and will 
hopefully be here forever.

Wine, Just a Bit
By: Ashley Weekly
 Active duty military personnel 
fresh out of high school are entrusted 
with weapons overseas in enemy territory. 
A Maryland senator, Ron Young, has 
proposed a bill to allow 18-year-olds 
in the military to drink beer or wine 
at restaurants and bars as long as they 
show their military ID. Everyone is fine 
with them protecting our country, but the 
minute they are allowed to have alcohol 
during leisure time, people are up in arms.
Senator Ron Young commented and said, 
“If somebody is asked at 18 to risk their 
life, to go overseas and fight, they at least 
ought to be able to go into the Legion or 
a restaurant or bar and have a glass of 
wine or a beer.” Young has gotten a lot 
of help from Hugh Warner, who is the 
commander of a Veterans of Foreign Wars 
post in Federick, MD. Warner said, “If 
the young man’s able to dodge bullets, he 
ought be able to vote and take a beer now 
and then.”
 Since 18-year-old soldiers have 
never legally consumed alcohol before, 
they are more likely to binge drink. This 
would take their new privilege too far. 
I think there should be a limit on how 
much beer and wine can be consumed at 
once. Consumption would be controlled if 
drinking was only permitted on a military 
base. The soldiers would be monitored 
by other people, and less would go over 
the top. As long as the personnel under 
21 drink with caution to avoid a certain 
level of intoxication, I think the soldiers 
should be legally allowed to have less 
potent alcoholic drinks. They fight for the 
freedom of America every day, and they 
deserve this.
 When serving our military, 
18-year-olds receive the same 
responsibility as the 21-year-old 
personnel. They all use weapons to kill 
enemies, vote for our future presidents, 
and take the risk of losing their lives to 
protect America.

A grinder and fries at Friendly Pizza.                                                  Photo By: Patrick Caron
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OPINION

By: Stefanie Szot
 Just this month, our nation 
celebrated the 50th anniversary of Martin 
Luther King Jr. leading a march through 
Selma for voting rights. Like most 
African Americans, I would hope that 
after so much time, effort, and suffering, 
racism would no longer exist in what 
Americans claim to be this “great nation.” 
But it seems like every time I turn on the 
news, there’s another story that proves 
that racism is alive today.
 A story that has solidified this for 
me is the fraternity SAE at the University 
of Oklahoma that chanted a racial slur on 
a bus. Some say that the mix of alcohol 
and immaturity caused the boys to make 
such a decision, but that’s just an excuse 
for poor behavior. These boys didn’t just 
wake up that day and become prejudice in 
that one moment; racism is something that 

Racism Still Lives in 2015  

is taught to the younger generation and 
supported by the older. What I’m saying 
is that these boys most likely grew up in a 
community that still supports racism. And 
the only way racism will end is when the 
older generation stops pushing racism into 
the impressionable minds of the youth and 
lets our society grow as one.
 It is naïve to think that the race 
issue is blown out of proportion. As long 
as race plays a role in people’s lives, it 
deserves the amount of press it gets. In 
the past, this problem was out of control 
because it was an issue no one bothered 
to bring to light; it seemed like talking 
about race was more uncomfortable 
than talking about sex. Today, the news 
constantly reports on injustices in places 
like Ferguson, Mo. and the University 
of Oklahoma because the only way for 

By: Nina Costa

 To go along with our on-going 
expansion of technology, our school 
district has a proposal to give each 
student his or her own laptop or tablet. 
This decision has both good and bad 
possible outcomes, which is why it is still 
a pending process. 
 The benefits of this are kind of 
obvious: This could, in a way, rule out 
snow days. Every student having a laptop 
or tablet provided to them by the school 
could give teachers a chance to have a 
virtual classroom when the weather keeps 
them cooped up at home. This would 
potentially mean no more missed classes or 
days off; this would be good for teachers, 
but bad for students. Note taking could 
also become a much easier task. Instead 
of notebooks and copying, teachers could 
send students their PowerPoints to work 

New School or Old School?

with instead. Research would literally be 
at the students finger tips instead of having 
to take the time to sign up for the library 
and trying to find certain books. There 
would no longer be the excuse, “But, I 
don’t have access to a computer at home.” 
All computer-related excuses would be 
fixed by the laptop, so excuses as to why 
homework couldn’t be submitted won’t 
be acceptable. Again, good news for 
teachers, bad news for students. I see a 
pattern going here. 
 Along with all the good benefits, 
there are a lot of flaws. Think about this: 
how responsible are high school students? 
Administration is really going to trust 
upcoming freshman and the rest of the 
school with brand new laptops or tablets? 
There are students in this school who 
barely take care of their backpacks never 

mind a laptop; the computer would be 
broken within days. In the end, that’s just 
going to be a lot of broken laptops to fix 
if you ask me. I also feel like class would 
be pointless with laptops because things 
would get done so quickly. Research would 
be done in seconds, papers would be done 
in minutes, and then we’d be moving onto 
the next topic before you know it. There 
wouldn’t even be a need for books or a 
library anymore. Students would barely 
even have to move from their desks. High 
school would change completely and be 
more like a college environment. 
 This is quite a big decision to 
make with so many different views to 
look at, but I believe it’s not a good idea. 
Although the school is trying to upgrade 
technology, some things are better left old 
school. 

 photo by: Alex Winakor

change to happen, is for people start 
talking.
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LIFE
Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream Fantasy 

By: Ryan Turney 

 A humble ice cream store 
birthed in Burlington, Vermont became 
an international phenomenon over the 
years, with its out-of-this-world flavors, 
accompanied by wild names that make 
some question their integrity to even eat 
such flavors. Not just anyone can come up 
with names like Half Baked or Satisfy My 
Bowl, but Ben & Jerry’s new fantasy for 
an ice cream infused delight comes from 
an idea that is so far fetched that even 
they don’t know if it will happen. Even 
though the co-owners, Ben Cohen and 
Jerry Greenfield, sold their company to 
Unilever in 2001 they thought the idea for 
a marijuana-based ice cream concoction 
would “make sense” in places where it’s 
legal.
 This idea comes from their 
“previous experiences with substances” 
which is obviously present in their names 
for flavors already on shelves today. 
However, the promotion and development 
for this flavor wouldn’t be up to them, as 
Greenfield added, “It’s not my decision. If 

it were my decision, I would be doing it, 
but fortunately we have wiser heads at the 
company that figure those things out.” 
 Although Ben & Jerry’s has taken 
off worldwide, the beginning wasn’t an 
easy road. Opening up in their first shop 
in Shelburne, Vermont, their first flavor 
came out named after the famous guitarist 
Jerry Garcia from the Grateful Dead and 
instantly became a bestseller. After this, it 
seemed like nothing could stop the duo. 
President Ronald Reagan named them the 
“U.S. Small Business Persons of the Year,” 
according to their website. With all this 
publicity and promotion for their newly 
incorporated business, Ben & Jerry’s 
was known throughout each household 
as a dessert favorite. Though this small-
town company seemed like a stretch at 
first, it didn’t take long for them to gain 
new ground in creating a smorgasbord 
of flavors for the world. Ben & Jerry’s 
is keeping up with their reputation for 
bringing new flavors to the table with the 
potential for a marijuana-based ice cream. 

Obama and Boehner: 
it’s complicated.
By: Meagan McAdams

 Against the wishes of President 
Obama, Republican Speaker, John 
Boehner invited Prime Minister, 
Benjamin Netanyahu from Israel to speak 
to Congress. 
 Netanyahu was there to speak 
about making a deal with Iran on the 
status of their nuclear activity. “…The 
timing of the speech so close to the Israeli 
election, has critics accusing Boehner 
and Netanyahu of politicizing the issue 
of Iranian nuclear talks, and a growing 
number of Democrats are planning to 
boycott what they see as an attack on the 
president (cnn.com).” Netanyahu denied 
any accusations, saying, “My speech is not 
intended to show any disrespect to Obama 
or the esteemed office that he holds—I 
have great respect for both.” Boehner 
created the controversy over this speech 
by not telling, or asking Obama. He took 
it upon himself to invite Netanyahu to 
speak. Obama did not attend the speech. 
 The U.S. and Israel are attempting 
to negotiate a deal with Iran to regulate 
their nuclear activity. However, the 
Republicans sent a letter to Netanyahu 
saying that Obama will be out of office in 
two years, so what’s the point of making 
a deal with him? The letter was “signed 
by 47 GOP senators warning Iran that the 
next U.S. president likely won’t honor 
any deal that lacks congressional approval 
(washingtonexaminer.com).” 
 Obama and Boehner have been in 
conflict before. Boehner has led an attempt 
to sue President Obama for supposedly 
creating or changing laws to his liking in 
2014. Now, Boehner is once again suing 
Obama over immigration. One side of 
the argument says that Boehner doesn’t 
actually care for the immigration issue, 
he only wants to take Obama to court, 
for anything. Obama has publicly called 
Boehner an obstructionist. 

Ben & Jerry’s Half Baked.                                                                                            Stock Photo
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By: Van Heller
 MHS receives foreign exchange 
students every year. Individual students 
have come from places like Denmark and 
Germany, and then there are students who 
visit from Asia for a portion of the year 
too. Yet, students from MHS never seem 
to leave to study abroad in another country. 
Students here haven’t appeared interested 
in branching out of the school once they 
commit to MHS, although after freshman 
year, a portion of the class transfers to 
private or other public schools and never 
seem to look back on their decisions. 
 MHS’s tight community 
might be a reason why students aren’t 
interested in traveling to other countries. 
Having a student body of just about 700 
students makes it easy for students to get 
uncomfortable with change. Seeing the 
same faces every day makes MHS more of 

Borders in the Classroom

a family than a school, while other schools 
might not have the same experience. 
Other schools have so many students that 
their students don’t know half the kids in 
their grade. MHS has classes consisting of 
between 150 and 200 students, so students 
learn to have familiarity with all the other 
students in the grade. Visiting another 
country or even another school could 
make students at MHS a little hesitant. 
That could mean problems for moving 
into college when students graduate 
because they have become comfortable in 
this bubble.
However, having such a small student 
body can make students eager to explore 
new horizons. Changes in a small 
population is refreshing for some who find 
themselves in a rut. Going to new places 
can help students learn new things about 

By: Nina Costa

 Disney’s 2013 animated film 
“Frozen” was a worldwide hit. Also 
nominated Best Animated Featured Film 
at the 2014 Oscars, it took the hearts of 
everyone. From toddlers to teenagers to 
even parents, this movie had everyone 
hooked, earning well over $1.3 billion 
after releasing. The “Frozen” fans loved it 
so much that ‘Frozen on Ice’ soon came to 
places everywhere. Olaf backpacks were 
sold out and Elsa and Ana t-shirts were 
being worn by almost every little girl 
around. 
 It was the catchy songs that 
kept people watching and the loveable 
characters that made viewers laugh. 
This was one kid’s movie parents would 
mind watching more than once. In the 
movie, the plot kind of holds a love 
story, therefore not only capturing the 

We Clearly Couldn’t ‘Let it Go’

attention of toddlers due to the animation, 
but the older siblings or adults watching 
it as well. “Frozen” was also famous for 
the catchy songs it had such as “Do You 
Want to Build a Snowman?”, “Love is an 
Open Door”, and the ever so famous “Let 
it Go.” That song got so popular, famous 
singer Demi Lovato did a cover to it. This 
just made the movie even more popular 
because it got the word out onto the radio. 
 As the popularity grew the 
demand for a sequel got more and more. 
Fans wanted to see more of the “Frozen” 
tale. This has now become one of the most 
anticipated sequels to release from Disney. 
Very few details are known about the next 
film, even down to knowing whether the 
voice actors will return to play the same 
characters is unknown. According to the 
‘Latin Post’ International Business Times, 

“Frozen 2” may have a much darker 
theme as opposed to the first movie. Also, 
new characters may be introduced such as 
a Snow Queen. There’s also a debate on 
which characters from the first movie will 
return such as Olaf, Ana, Kristoff, or even 
Elsa. The most popular character fans 
want to return is Olaf. All in all it’s still in 
the making and lots of decisions still have 
to be made. 
 The release date is still “on ice.” 
So the producers of the film still have 
plenty of time to get all the details figured 
out before even thinking about putting a 
release date down. Disney is known for 
their films and “Frozen 2” is bound to be 
another worldwide hit.   

.

     Photo By: Alex Winakor

other countries and bring them back to 
Montville to help bridge the cultural gaps.
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Pitching with Potential

By: Van Heller

 The best of MHS’s softball and 
baseball players broke out their gloves 
and bats to show the fundamentals of 
their games to Montville Little Leaguers. 
Hannah Meyers, Nicole Dutka, Stefanie 
Szot, Alex Clemons, Olivia Fargo, 
and Katie Banta helped at the softball 
clinics. Ben Rochester, Jordan Zeppieri, 
Tommy McDonald, Dougie Delacruz, 
T.T. Bowens, Buddy Dewaine, Seamus 
Barry, Isaiah Mack, and Jeremy Sagun 
represented the baseball team.
 The kids continue to attend the 
clinics because it gives them the chance 
to learn and develop skills from the best 
varsity athletes from Montville. When two 
year clinic participant Kobe Miner was 
asked what he enjoyed about the clinic, he 
said, “How to field the ball the right way, 
practice hitting… this is my favorite part 
of getting ready for the season, and older 
kids help me out a lot.”
 The high school players also enjoy 
attending the clinics. Sagun has helped 
at the clinics for two years. When asked 

what his favorite part about the clinic was, 
he answered, “I love being able to help the 
kids, just teaching them things that I know 
that they may not.” He was also asked if 
he felt like he was making a difference. 
He responded, “Yeah I do, I can help them 
with things that I’ve learned to make them 
better.”
 The clinics took place March 
16-19; the girls were on Monday and 
Wednesday, and the guys were on 
Tuesday and Thursday. Walking into 
the gymnasium during the clinics, MHS 
players were tossing pop flies and ground 
balls, showing the kids proper batting 
technique, and holding pitching sessions. 
The kids ranged from fourth to eighth 
grade. 
 The coaches did great job keeping 
the chaos organized. Groups of kids 
shuffled through rotations to make sure 
everyone has an equal amount of each drill 
so they all recieved the same experience.

It’s Not a Brand, It’s a 
Lifestyle
By: Van Heller
 Benjamin Heller (MHS Alumni) 
has started a clothing line telling people 
to explore the world for everything it has 
to offer. Established in 2013, Travel & 
Explore (T&E) was created for the sole 
purpose of getting out there and seeing the 
world. 
 “We encourage everyone to 
get out and see the world. There are too 
many destinations for one lifetime so get 
up, get out, Travel & Explore!” is the bio 
for T&E’s Instagram page expressing its 
love for the unknown. On its website, it 
describes the clothing as light weight, easy 
to pack, easy to wear apparel. “Immersing 
yourself in different cultures, people who 
speak different languages, and all these 
things that you can kind of dive into will 
ultimately make you a better person,” 
Heller explained in the T&E promotion 
video. 
 T&E’s clothing focuses on 
T-shirts, tank tops, and hoodies, and 
is expanding as it grows. The posts on 
its websites and social media profiles 
shows Heller and other contributors to 
the company traveling to tropical places, 
proving that “It’s not just a brand… It’s a 
lifestyle.” 
 Heller also posts his artwork on 
T&E’s page that he made himself. Heller 
from an early age, always was talented in 
the art realm. He now paints animals and 
humans, using bright contrast of colors 
that aren’t there in real life. His unique 
technique has become popular with his 
customers down in Florida. Heller was 
recently in his first art show at the Reef 
Gallery. 
 Heller is a free spirit; his drive 
for adventure and to see the unknown is a 
big part of his character. Travel & Explore 
only emphasizes his contagious love for 
beauty and culture from his journeys to 
Costa Rica and all the way to Thailand. 

Stefanie Szot gives instruction to a young player.                         Photo by:  Mike Lopez
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By: Becca Carroll
“At what age did you move from Bulgaria 
to America?”
“April 30th 2006, I was seven.”

“Did you want to move to America?”
“Well, I didn’t want to leave all my friends 
behind, but I was excited because I had 
heard so many good things about America 
and the opportunity’s it offers, but at the 
same time I was afraid of not being able 
to communicate because I didn’t speak 
English. (Shout out to Mrs. Grybaukus for 
teaching me English!)”

“Have you noticed any differences 
between the Bulgarian school system 
and the American school system?”
“Yea, the American school system sucks. 
Well I mean… It’s just that in Bulgaria 
we learn things at such a faster and more 
difficult rate. By the time I finished first 

Humans of MHS: Kristi Petrova

grade I knew how to do long division, 
we were only allowed to write in pen, 
and kids were much more mature. When 
I came to America and I found out there 
was recess, I was like ‘this isn’t right…’ 
But, at the same time, it was also kind 
of a bad thing. Kids in Bulgaria mature 
a lot faster and start being adults at a lot 
younger age. I remember coming home 
after school and making myself lunch and 
starting my homework, whereas it seems 
in America, parents do a lot more for their 
children.”

“What is the biggest difference between 
Bulgaria and America?”
“The pace of life. Here it’s much faster and 
everyone is always going somewhere and 
doing something and there, people take 
the time enjoying their day and making 
the most out of everything.”

By: Gerald Aquino

 Spring sports are just commencing 
at MHS, but it seems the critics came out 
early this season. However, these aren’t 
critics from rivaling schools or local 
newspapers, they are our own students. 
Statements like, “Lacrosse was created 
for failed little league players,” have 
sparked tension amongst the players and 
the teams. 
 There will always be haters; 
it’s part of sports cultures. Historically, 
new teams or programs are vexed more 
than others. Therefore, that would make 
the 3-year-old MHS lacrosse program 
the victim in this case, or are they? 
The demeaning comments derive from 
individuals in the spring sports teams, 
primarily baseball, boy’s and girl’s track, 
and boy’s lacrosse.
 One of the main reasons for the 

Spring Sports Rivalries
fighting is the turf field. The lacrosse teams 
need the turf field in order to practice and 
prepare for games; it is the only field at 
MHS with lacrosse lines. The next closest 
field would be at Leonard J. Tyl Middle 
School. However, the track team needs 
the turf field as well and, according to 
several anonymous reports, arguments 
break out before practice between players 
of both teams debating who really owns 
the turf. In addition, due to the snow 
covering most of the other two fields, the 
MHS baseball and softball teams will use 
the turf for upcoming scrimmages. 
 “It all comes down to ego” says 
senior Jordan Zeppieri. “I did make a broad 
statement about the lacrosse team, but in 
all honesty, it comes down to success. It’s 
almost similar to how football and soccer 
have their rivalry in the fall season. 

 Baseball and lacrosse is totally 
new and I am not 100% sure why I don’t 
like them, but I feel it has to do with the 
sport taking place during baseball season.” 
Solutions to end this debacle are being 
created, but, historically, these rivalries 
last a long time. 
 MHS students and athletes should 
respect one another. It doesn’t matter what 
sport they play. It’s all about support for 
one another. Comments like, “I would 
like to take a moment and say that we all 
understand that lacrosse starts tomorrow, 
but we don’t care,” or, “Every year I bet 
against our baseball team and I am two for 
two,” are unnecessary and demonstrate 
poor sportsmanship. Players describe that 
the coaches are aware of these battles 
between sports, but see much of it as 
“regular high school drama.”

     photo by: Mike Lopez
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By: Helena Sun
Last issue’s Guess the Teacher was Mr. 
Egan, an art teacher. This teacher says she 
is generally not a Disney fan, but likes 
Mulan. Her toothbrush is electric and 
blue. Her least favorite celebrities are the 
Kardashians. The most radical thing she 
has done was ride a motorcycle without 
a helmet at 120 mph in England. She 
believes humans should have the ability 
to erase only one memory from their 
lives if they could. Her favorite texture is 
lace. She unwraps a Hershey kiss by first 
pulling the tag. She sleeps on a memory 
foam pillow. She hates the sound of the 
accordion. She fears drowning. She once 
was a part time model for Express. She 
thinks the worst quality someone can have 
is being a backstabber. She believes the 
biggest problem with today’s education 
system is that “we don’t hold students 

Guess the Teacher

to high standards. We coddle them.” She 
functions best in the morning. She is 
looking forward to relaxing in the summer 
on her porch with a good book. She says 
her worst habit is picking up after her 
husband and kids. She believes in life after 
death. She prefers violin to piano. If she 
was exiled from the US, she would choose 
to live in Italy. Her astrological sign is 
Leo. Her hobby is reading. She enjoys 
dramas and biographies, and tends to pick 
a theme and stick with it for a while. Her 
proudest moment is when she graduated 
from high school and received a full ride 
to college. She says the coolest thing that 
she has etched on an Etch-a-Sketch is a 
“square that looks like a square.” She 
likes spicy food. If she could go back to 
any age for one day, she would choose the 
age seven because “that was the only time 

By: Meagan McAdams

 “Saturday Night Live” (SNL) is 
used to having its sketches criticized, but 
a recent skit about terrorist group, ISIL 
(also known as ISIS), is getting more 
heat than usual. The sketch had actress, 
Dakota Johnson, portraying a girl who 
wants to join ISIS. The skit was a parody 
of a Toyota Camry commercial, where a 
dad is driving his daughter to the airport 
to join the US army. When the father tells 
“ISIS” to take care of her, one replies 
“Death to America.” The sketch was aired 
the same week that three British girls and 
four Canadians left home to join ISIS. A 
week before, three men from Brooklyn 
were arrested and charged for trying to aid 
ISIS. The sketch was especially offensive 
to families and friends of teenagers who 
have joined the group. This is not the 
only ISIS sketch SNL has done. Before 

Controversy Over Recent SNL Skit
this, they did a parody of the show “Shark 
Tank.” They were trying to get the sharks 
to invest in ISIS. SNL is being criticized 
for the jokes being “too soon.”
 After the sketches were aired, 
Twitter exploded with mixed reactions. “I 
think the ISIS skit was over the line. Not 
funny, guys ... some things are not joke 
material. That was really, REALLY bad,” 
tweeted Diesel Farina. “Seriously? SNL is 
being criticized for mocking Isis, and the 
people who join it? There’s no group more 
deserving of ridicule. Thumbs up,” said 
Katherine Morrison. Taren Killam, the 
actor who played the father in the sketch, 
defended SNL and the sketch by tweeting, 
“Proud of this. Freedom to mock is our 
greatest weapon. Thanks to the writers 
who asked not to be mentioned by name.”
 This is not the first time that SNL 

has sparked controversy. One of the most 
prominent moments that startled viewers 
was in 1992 when Sinead O’Connor 
pulled out a picture of Pope John Paul II 
and ripped it up, saying, “Fight the real 
enemy.” Another sketch that was made 
“too soon” was with Blake Lively and 
Kenan Thompson acting as Tiger Woods 
and his wife, who had a new injury in 
every shot, making light of domestic 
violence. In 2011, they aired a sketch 
that people considered to be mocking 
the Christian faith. Jesus appeared to 
football player Tim Tebow in the locker 
room; “Jesus” suggests that studying the 
playbook before a game is more important 
than studying the Bible. Social media has 
made it easier for people to openly express 
their opinions on sketches such as these. 

A clue to the teacher’s identity
Photo by: Kaylee Kingston

my family was together: grandparents, 
parents…” If she could create a TV show, 
it would be on how students should dress. 
She loves the Australian accent.


